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I. Introduction
This paper focuses on the side effects for consumers and the possible solutions connected with the diffusion of Digital Rights
Management technology (DRM) used to secure digital content and to manage individual user behavior.

*92 DRM technologies underlie a very large number of attractive and innovative services for consumers such as online music
and video stores, pay-per-view, and video on demand services. DRM can be applied for many purposes and in different ways
which could be beneficial or detrimental to consumers depending on specific circumstances. For example, DRM systems
have offered new distribution and pricing models that take advantage of new technologies.
Unfortunately, some digital content formats have embedded capabilities to limit the ways in which digital content can be
used, reducing the consumer’s choice and generating interoperability problems. For example, use may be restricted for a time
period, to a particular computer or other hardware device, or by requiring a password or an active network connection.
Furthermore, DRM can also individually control user behavior, presenting a powerful threat to freedom of expression as well
as privacy. Such situations can conflict with legitimate consumer rights and privileges.
Because consumers have the right to benefit from technological innovations without abusive restrictions, I suggest
considering consumer protection law as an effective and immediately usable solution to reduce some of the imbalances
between parties.
To solve this unfairness, it is possible to use different approaches. The question could be addressed (not necessarily solved)
by using three different contexts: copyright law, competition law, and consumer protection law.
In this article, I focus only on the consumer protection law perspective. The following pages consider whether and to what
extent consumer rights are negatively affected by “digital terms and conditions” enforced with technology and contract law.
To balance this inequity, the research investigates the application of consumer protection law as a possible contributory
instrument to achieve more fairness in a mass-market digital product transaction.
The first part of the article, after a brief definition of the term “DRM,” offers three concrete examples of the potential side
effects of using Digital Rights Management technologies in consumer products.
The second part discusses how control of information, essentially based on contract, technology and copyright law, has been
reshaped by the digital revolution, putting aside the law and promoting contract and technology. In this troublesome situation,
the article offers a route to reconcile conflicting privileges.
The third part looks at the European and the U.S. consumer protection provisions, confronting the U.S. state law doctrine of
unconscionability, European consumer protection law, and other traditional limitations on contractual rights.
The article concludes by proposing some possible scenarios and discussing the features suggested by these scenarios. In
particular, it invites the reader to reconsider the setting of copyright law and to stipulate new rules for the implementation of
specific provisions regarding digital consumer protection. In the meantime, general consumer protection law could contribute
to filling the gap, even if it can not be considered a complete cure.
*93 II. DRM Technologies: Definition and Functioning
Digital Rights Management (DRM) is a broad term that refers to any technologies and tools which have been specifically
developed for managing digital rights or information.1 DRM technologies have the potential to control access to and use of
digital content.2 This objective is usually realized by implementing a technological protection measure. Therefore, a
technological measure is any technology that is designed to prevent or restrict acts which are not authorized by the
right-holder.3
The synergistic effect obtained through the combination of technical and legal means of protection allows DRM systems to
create a business model for the secure distribution of digital content to authorized users.4
In practice, DRM systems are software-based tools tailored to control the use of digital files in order to protect the interests of
right-holders. DRM technologies can manage file access (number of views, length of views, ways of viewing), altering,
sharing, copying, printing, and saving.5 These technologies may be included within the operating system, program software,
or in the actual hardware of a device.
To secure content, DRM systems can take two approaches: “The first is ‘containment,’ [or the wrapper,] an approach where

the content is encrypted in a shell so that it can only be accessed by authorized users. The second is ‘marking,’ [or using an
encrypted header,] such as the practice of placing a watermark, flag, XML or XrML tag on content as a signal to a device that
the media is copy protected.”6
DRM systems can be characterized by the different technological protection measure used. Encryption is one of the basic
features. It keeps content secure by *94 scrambling (or “encrypting”) it and preventing it from being read until it is
unscrambled with the appropriate decryption key.7 Digital watermarking is another technique used to authenticate, validate,
and communicate information. It enables identification of the source, author, creator, owner, distributor, or authorized
consumer of digital content.8 Another type of protection measure is constituted by “trusted systems.”9 These systems
strengthen content protection, involving both software and hardware in the control process by building security features like
cryptographic signatures in personal computers.10
A. Side Effects Induced by DRM Technologies: Some Practical Cases
Three concrete examples of the effects of the use of DRM technologies in consumer products help to better understand the
underlying problems and potential strategies to restore the traditional balance. I outline some court decisions connected with
cases where consumers never received the correct information concerning the limitation imposed thought the use of DRMs.
1. iTunes
The first case is the iTunes Music Store, a famous virtual record shop where customers can buy and download either
complete albums or individual tracks from many major artists of different genres.11 This service enforces its standard contract
terms by means of a DRM system called “FairPlay” and, according to the terms of service, the provider reserves the right, at
its sole discretion, to modify, replace or revise the terms of use of the downloaded files:12
iTunes reserves the right, at any time and from time to time, to update, revise, supplement, and otherwise modify this
Agreement and to impose new or additional *95 rules, policies, terms, or conditions on your use of the Service. Such updates,
revisions, supplements, modifications, and additional rules, policies, terms, and conditions (collectively referred to in this
Agreement as “Additional Terms”) will be effective immediately upon release and incorporated into this Agreement. Your
continued use of the iTunes Store [sic] will be deemed to constitute your acceptance of any and all such Additional Terms.
All Additional Terms are hereby incorporated into this Agreement by this reference.13
This kind of unilaterally imposed changes in conditions of use on legitimate downloaded files can be enforced just by
changing the DRM settings. In the European Communities (EC) market, this behavior is prohibited by law and considered
unfair, particularly when applied in a standard form contract not subject to negotiation. According to the Directive
93/13/EEC on unfair terms in consumer contracts,14 terms of service such as those used by iTunes could be included in the
indicative and non-exhaustive list of the terms which may be regarded as unfair, reproduced in the Annex to the Directive.15
Explicitly, the Directive talks about terms which have the object or effect of “enabling the seller or supplier to alter the terms
of the contract unilaterally without a valid reason which is specified in the contract”16 or of “enabling the seller or supplier to
alter unilaterally without a valid reason any characteristics of the product or service to be provided.”17
Based on this fact, on January 25, 2006 the Norwegian Consumer Council presented a complaint with the Consumer
Ombudsman (Mr. Bjórn Erik Thon) against iTunes Music Store Norge for breach of fundamental consumer rights.18 Although
Norway is just an EEA (European Economic Area) member, its copyright and consumer protection law fully complies with
the EC Copyright and Consumer Acquis.19
*96 Mr. Thon has ruled that some of the Apple iTunes terms and conditions are in contrast to section 9a of the Norwegian
Marketing Control Act.20 This Act implements in the Norwegian systems the Directive 93/13/EC on unfair terms in consumer
contract. Section 9a stipulates that:
Terms and conditions which are applied or are intended to be applied in the conduct of business with
consumers can be prohibited if the terms and conditions are considered unfair on consumers and if
general considerations call for such a prohibition. When determining whether the terms and conditions of
a contract are unfair, emphasis shall be placed on the balance between the rights and obligations of the
parties and on whether the contractual relationship is clearly defined or not.21 According to this act, the
Consumer Ombudsman, upon request from an authority or consumer organizations, can intervene and

prohibit the use of unfair terms and conditions in consumer contracts.22
In this case, Mr. Thon considered some of iTunes terms and conditions unreasonable. In particular, he considered both
Apple’s reservation of the right to unilaterally modify the terms of the usage agreement without notice and its disclaimer of
responsibility for computer viruses or other damage that might result from downloading music from its service to be unfair.23
Both terms violate the basic fundamental principles of contract law. Furthermore the Norwegian Consumer Ombudsman
highlighted that Apple’s DRM system is not “interoperable” with other formats and devices “locking consumers into Apple’s
proprietary systems.”24
This decision, even if the case is still pending, is one of the several small steps on a long path, but it could be considered a
very significant step.25 In fact, it is *97 important to note that Norway’s complaint comes after similar recent legal actions in
Europe.26
2. Sony-BMG Rootkit
This Sony-BMG CD spyware story confirms that consumer protection in digital media could be found outside copyright law.
The story involves the use of a copy-protection technology called XCP (i.e. Extended Copyright Protection) in the
Sony-BMG CDs.27 When consumers tried to play the copy protected CDs on their computers, this DRM system automatically
installed software and then hid this software to make it more difficult for consumers to remove it.28 The side effect of this
software was to interfere with the normal way in which the Microsoft Windows operating system played CDs, opening
security holes that allowed viruses to break in and collect information from the user’s computer.29 Even if Sony BMG
disclosed the existence of this software in the End Users’ License Agreement (EULA), the agreement did not disclose the real
nature of the software being installed, the security and privacy risks it created, the practical impossibility of uninstalling and
many other potential problems for the user’s computer.30 On the *98 contrary, the EULA misrepresented the real nature of the
software including ambiguous and restrictive conditions.31
When users and consumer organizations were informed of the matter, they filed more than twenty lawsuits against Sony
BMG in Canada, the United States and Europe.32
Following the discovery of the use of this surreptitious copy protection technology, in November 2005 the Attorney General
of Texas filed a class action lawsuit against Sony BMG33 under Texas’ Consumer Protection Against Computer Spyware Act
of 2005 (Texas Spyware Act).34 In the United States, other private actions were consolidated and settled.35 Many of these
class-action lawsuits were filed in California by Electronic Frontier Foundation asserting the violation California’s Consumer
Protection Against Computer Spyware Act.36
The point is particularly interesting for the article’s thesis because, to my knowledge, these are some of the first cases based
on consumer law as an instrument of defense against DRM technologies. Actually, the US approach to the problem has been
mainly dealt with, at least up to now, under the copyright spectrum.37
*99 3. EMI Music France
The last example is the French case CLCV v. EMI Music France.38 The consumer association Consommation, Logement et
Cadre de Vie (CLCV) filed a lawsuit claiming that EMI Music France had not provided sufficient and correct information to
consumers concerning technological protected CDs and their playability restrictions.39 In particular, the judge determined that
not informing consumers about the fact that a content medium like a CD cannot be played on some devices can represent a
“tromperie sur les qualités substantielles des CD,” or “a deception on substantial qualities of CD.”40 For this reason, it can
constitute a misleading behavior about the nature and substantial qualities of the product as recognized by the article L213-1
of the French Comsumer law (Code de la Consommation).41 The Court of appeal in Versailles confirmed the decision of the
Tribunal de Grande Instance de Nanterre, rejecting the arguments of EMI Music France.42 It also ordered EMI Music to pay
3000 euros as damages and to appropriately label the outside packaging of its products.43
*100 B. DRM Technologies, Contract and Consumer Protection
These three examples offer clear evidence that contemporary transnational economy is often in contrast with national legal

orders, which are unable to rapidly conform to the changes of the society. They also prove that copyright law is drifting away
from its leading role because it is inadequate to deal effectively with the challenges of the new global environment. On the
other hand, contract law has been able to adapt to the changes in society produced by the industrial revolution as well as in
the present-day potential of the digital world.44 This is the reason why contract has become the principal instrument for legal
innovation and legal standardization.45
In the information society framework, the combination of contract with technological protection measures could represent a
powerful mixture for a fully automated system of secure distribution, rights management, monitoring, and payment for
protected content. So, when users access content protected by a technological protection measure, the content provider, in
practice, imposes a contractual provision by a click-through or click-wrap agreement. In particular, in the online media
marketplace, digital rights management systems can operate in combination with contracts and can be essentially used to
enforce contractual conditions.
The flow and control of information is essentially based on the following instruments: contract, technology, and copyright
law.46 The digital revolution has *101 reshaped the hierarchy by putting aside the law and promoting contract and technology.
Copyright law has just become an instrument to strengthen the control based on contract and technology.47
Actually, the anti-circumvention legislation enacted in the United States48 and Europe,49 combined with the use of
technological protection measures and rights management systems, have had the effect to move the issue from copyright law
to contract law. As a consequence, if digital content is protected by rights management systems, and rights management
systems are protected by technological and legal measures, the consumer’s capacity to exercise legitimate rights or
exceptions could be compromised. Content owners can unilaterally determine and dictate terms and conditions limiting
consumers’ behaviors.
Furthermore, in the digital marketplace, consumers are increasingly obliged to deal with unfair and obscure licensing
agreements, misuse of personal data, device and digital content which are not designed to communicate together and, above
all, with lack or insufficient information about products and services.50
To balance this iniquity, I want to concentrate on the aspects of consumer protection, fair contractual conditions, information
disclosure and deceptive practices. DRM-controlled applications have the potential to formulate rules51 and to enforce
contractual conditions52 locking content beyond its copyright period or disrespecting existing exceptions, such as the “right”
to make copies for private use, parody, quotation, scientific or teaching purposes.53
Additionally, a DRM-enforced contract is often realized on unfairness in the process of contract formation and on unfairness
in the “invisible” contract terms connected with the use of technological protection measures. Whereas “visible” terms are
immediately valuable by consumers, “invisible” terms and conditions are *102 not only terms that cannot be readily
comprehended, but in this case they are also terms implemented without providing consumers notice of the possible
limitations of the copy-protected content. In few words, the restrictions imposed by technological measures are frequently
unclear to consumers. This lack of information can induce consumers to make buying decisions which they would not have
made had they been better informed.
The perverse effect of this technology controlled contract is to preclude the traditional copyright balance between
right-holders’ interests on the one hand and the interests of users and society on the other hand. This is a traditional balance
that has been a part of Anglo-American fair use doctrine as well as part of the copyright exemptions in European copyright
law.54
Therefore, to avoid a legal regime that reduces options and competition in how consumers enjoy digital media, contractual
licensing of information or other standardized digital content transactions must be subject to the same legal limitations as
other contracts. The aim is to guarantee consumers certain basic rights in the digital world informing what they can or cannot
do with the digital content acquired.
Copyright law is drifting towards a contract law scheme where DRM technologies allow copyright owners to circumvent the
existing fair use exceptions in copyright law. Any rights that consumers may have under copyright law could be replaced by
a commercial agreement between the parties. I believe that these stronger author rights need more weight in the balancing
analysis.

To reach this goal, I think it is necessary to develop a new legal framework to reestablish consumers’ rights. In the meantime,
we can immediately achieve some positive results by applying general consumer protection law and, in particular, the legal
remedies to protect the weaker contractual party.
C. Do Consumers Have Rights When Purchasing Digital Content?
Digital consumers have rights, which must be protected. The development of digital media technology has offered new
opportunities of enjoyment for consumers,55 but it also raises, as mentioned above, significant consumer protection concerns.
Various media systems available on the market use DRM technologies without any consideration about the effects on
customers.
*103 Obviously, consumers also have certain basic rights in the digital world. Legislation and other rules of conduct designed
to protect consumers from deceptive marketing practices, negligent misrepresentation, unfair terms, or unfair business
practices apply with full force in the digital world.56 Moreover, consumers must be able to judge the quality and
characteristics of complex technological products and services. There is little doubt that disclosure and transparency are
effective means of protecting their rights and interests, especially in cases of information asymmetry.57
For example, consumers must know what they can do with their digital hardware and content as well as the limit of their
usage.58 “Rights and duties have always lain at the heart of consumer politics.”59
These rights are different depending on the type of contract used. Thus, a content transaction could be identified as a license
or a sale, but the controversial nature of the distinction between a license and a sale, when applied to the technology world,
could make this doctrinal dispute more confusing.60 The main difference is that in the first case the content transaction falls
under contract law while in the second it falls under copyright law.61 Vendors usually prefer license *104 agreements so they
can avoid the first sale or the exhaustion right, thus imposing terms and limitations on consumers’ use.62 It is clear that this
conduct virtually results in determining the landscape of consumer privileges. These privileges are recognized and protected
by law, but are often restricted by the use of DRM technologies. The issue is directly related to cases in which the contract
scheme is shaped not as the consequence of negotiation between parties, but rather as a form of imposition of unilaterally
defined contractual terms and conditions. In this case, the licensor is effectively using the contract or license to manage his
rights, never considering the possibility that others also have rights.
As discussed later in the paper, there is a controversy about the value and the consequence of this common practice. We need
only decide if consumers can be protected using the umbrella of consumer protection law or copyright law. Then, in case of
lack of information, it is necessary to decide the preferred solution: provide the missing information or regulate the market
directly.
Under the first point of view, we must consider that pro-digital-consumer legislation has enjoyed no great success in U.S. The
most famous consumer-rights legislation proposed in the recent time, the Digital Media Consumers’ Rights Act (DMCRA),63
has been introduced into Congress three times without success.64
On the contrary, in France, Norway, and Germany, several pieces of pro-consumer legislation have been recently proposed.
The fact that such legislation has been supported is significant in a number of respects. The recent Apple DRM-free music
proposal is somehow related to this new European approach.65
Thus, it could be reasonable to limit the ability of consumers to copy digital data by requiring manufacturers to embed DRM
capabilities into digital content. By the same token, it is also reasonable to disclose exactly the use of DRM technologies and
to limit the erosion of fair-use rights. Copyright law has exceptions that may be used to safeguard consumers. A shift from
copyright to contract law would allow the traditional and basic consumer’s rights, pillar of the modern consumer movement
to be adapted and considered in the digital environment. The right to safety, the right to be informed, the right to choose, and
the right to be heard must represent the parameters of a new legal framework for distribution of digital content.66
*105 D. Reconciling Intellectual Property Rights with Consumer Protection
Traditionally, it has been recognized that an individual consumer might require additional forms of protection than those

offered to a commercial buyer.67 Consumer protection measures could play a useful role in reconciling the interest of
intellectual property rights-holders and users. Unfortunately, the interaction between consumer protection and DRM remain
relatively unexplored because of early stage of the investigation among scholars.68 However, the predominant purpose of the
directives and other rules issued in the European Community consumer law area relate to the protection of the economic
interests of consumers.69
As argued above, technological protection measures have a series of upsetting and unexpected uses. For example, most
software programs are subject to End User License Agreements (EULAs), and the common consumers’ attitude towards
EULAs is to agree without reading them.70 But a EULA is a classic example of a contract of adhesion that does not come as
the result of a negotiation between the vendor and the user.71 A mass-market software company writes the EULA to license
copies of its goods, so it can restrict their customers’ rights of transfer and use. Essentially, the only possibility for the end
user is to take it or leave it. DRM *106 can be used to enforce EULA clauses or even policies that are not legally enforceable.
Generally, the use of technological protection measures could increase the power of rights-holders to set excessive conditions
on the users. The combination of a contract and technological protection measures could represent a powerful mixture for a
fully automated system of secure distribution, rights management, monitoring, and payment for protected content.72 Thus,
DRM can also be seen as the imposition of “unilaterally defined contractual terms and conditions.”73 As already pointed out,
when users access content protected by a technological protection measure, the content provider, in practice, imposes a
contractual provision by a click-through or click-wrap agreement.74
In this sense, “technological protection measures can be considered a condition of the widespread use of contract-based
distribution models on the Internet.”75 Therefore, the unfairness that these measures introduce in the different positions should
be considered by policymakers if they want to support this kind of business model.76
Some commentators have reasonably argued that unless the legislature clarifies the issue, “the copyright regime would
succumb to mass-market licenses and technological measures.”77 It will be necessary, for example, to reconsider the norms
protecting consumers and weak contracting parties, particularly dealing with a contract able to impose unlimited restrictions
on the contents. As has already done in similar situations, it is necessary to rebalance the function of copyright law, *107 or
rather, to identify the limits of contracts as means of exploiting intellectual property rights.
1. Consumer Privileges Under Copyright Law
Normally consumers have some privileges granted under copyright law regime.78 Copyright law allows certain exceptions
whereby users can use copyright works freely without rights holder authorization.79
Both common law and civil law countries have more or less several exceptions in common such as educational and scientific
purposes, citation, parody, and private copying. Generally these exceptions allow consumers to make copies or utilize
copyrighted material in some circumstances.
Problems come out when a technological protection measure is in place because it eliminates these fair use rights or
copyright exceptions. Given that the circumvention of these measures is strictly prohibited, the beneficiary of a copyright
exception on a technologically protected content would have no possibility to benefit from these exceptions without exposing
themselves to sanctions.
Thus, the question is whether right-holders are allowed to render ineffective the copyright exemptions by implementing
technological measures.
European law does not resolve these problems: the safeguard provided by article 6(4) of the EC Copyright Directive, which
deals with the relationship between technological protection measures and copyright exceptions, is vague and difficult for an
individual to claim.80 Furthermore, the article stipulates that regulations must come from right-holders and, only subsidiarily,
are subject to intervention of the State. It is evident that such disposition may cause a delegation of governmental decision
making to a non-governmental entity with a consequent privatization of the government’s role in protecting intellectual
property.
Few Member States have implemented effective rules to protect the interest of consumers of digital content.81 Some
countries, such as Greece and Ireland, have *108 implemented the Directive into national law requiring that right holders

make available means to beneficiaries to benefit from the exceptions.82 On the contrary, Austrian and Dutch law does not set
any exception to the anti-circumvention provisions.
Concerning private copying exception, Denmark, for instance, does not mention any provision and the UK Copyright Act
expressively refers to “time-shifting” as the only private copying exception.83 In Italy the Legislative Decree 68/2003,
transposing the EC Copyright Directive, authorizes a copy of a digital protected content for personal use only if “the user has
obtained legal access to the work and the act neither conflicts with the normal exploitation of the work nor unreasonably
prejudices the legitimate interests of the rightholder.”84 These are just some examples and it is quite unclear how these rules
will be applied in practice. In particular, if right holders do not adopt voluntary measures to allow the use of exceptions,
Member States can adopt different policies that vary widely from country to country.85 This is one of the reasons why the
Directive’s harmonization purpose seems to have failed.
However, the real problem is that even if consumers have some privileges under national law, copyright exceptions can be
replaced with different conditions under a contract between users and content providers. That is, one of the consequences of
the use of technological protection measures is that any rights that consumers may have under copyright law could be
replaced by a commercial agreement between the parties with a modifying consequence on the balance of rights.86
*109 2. Must Consumers Accept any Digital Terms and Conditions?
In light of the above discussion, it is clear that there is an essential contradiction: if the technological measures against
copying are legal, and at the same time there is a set of consumers’ legitimate privileges to use content, what kind of solution
is possible? The issue is that users are not allowed to eliminate the legal protection to make use of these privileges. Even
when consumers have an exception that allows them to make private copies, technological protection measures can
effectively hinder consumers from exercising this “right.”87 The legal environment seems to support this adverse practice
because rights-holders are not legally obliged to assist a user in utilizing the exception allowing copying for private use. As a
consequence, that “right” becomes illusory.88 From a U.S. perspective, court decisions are quite unclear on the point.
However it is unambiguous that, at least to my knowledge, they have just ruled that there is no “generally recognized right to
make a copy of a protected work, regardless of its format, for personal noncommercial use.”89 Also European and most
national laws do not yet provide a clear answer to the matter.
A possible solution could be to see DRM systems as means to put into effect a contract between the content provider and the
end user in a very similar way to “shrink-wrap licenses” for computer software.90 The issue will be to set the limit on
infringement, if it could be identified as a simple contractual infringement concerning civil law of a private nature, or as a
criminal offense. It is necessary to keep in mind the fact that the problem of intellectual property exceeds simple private
agreements. It is essential to mention explicitly the contractual obligations of the content user.
Transactions supervised and enforced by technological protection measures in addition to this type of contract could alter the
balance of rights between rights-holders and consumers.91 In particular, in the U.S. systems, some types of *110
technologically-enforced rights transactions supersede the limits of fair use and the first sale doctrine.92 Nevertheless, DRM,
when used within a contract, could protect content that is not subject to intellectual property rights protection, and could also
erect barriers not only at the entrance level.93 DRM also has the potential to set up exit barriers because with DRM there are
no dates of rights expiration.94
Now we return to the initial question: Must consumers accept any digital terms and condition? My answer is no. Consumer
law stipulates in details the information that must be communicated to consumers. Also in the framework of digital media
and DRM technologies, consumers must be informed about the rules associated with the use of the offered digital content.
Furthermore, some unfair contractual terms can be legally prohibited if they cause a significant imbalance in the parties’
rights. In both cases, a court could consider the conduct of the contracting parties and, if necessary, the contract could be
considered not binding for the consumer. However, the eventual court decision is useless most of the time, as it comes after
several years of litigation, long after the product has been in the market, and likely even superseded by a new and updated
product.
In the following paragraphs I analyze European and American legal instruments for protecting the weak contractual party in
digital media transactions.

E. When DRM Technologies and Contract Terms Jeopardize Consumer Rights: U.S. and EU Approaches
What we see in the contractual structure of DRM is something similar to a standard form contract, already popular in
commercial and consumer transactions and particularly diffused in technological transfers, intellectual property licenses, and
service agreements.95 It is rather unquestionable that DRM systems and *111 technological protection measures are
frequently used to enforce standard contract terms. I believe that the current consumer protection law offers the correct
instrument to national authorities to mediate in disputes over unfair consumer contracts, in particular when DRM systems are
involved and their use is misrepresented or not disclosed to consumers.
In the following pages, I consider the European and the U.S. provisions, and confront the U.S. state law doctrine of
unconscionability, European consumer protection law,96 and other traditional limitations on contractual rights.97
1. U.S. Approach Towards Digital Terms and Conditions
The American legal system, generally, has allowed standard form agreements and has enforced their terms.98 Furthermore,
information disclosure has been the *112 main focal point of American consumer protection legislation for most of the
twentieth century.99
Federal and state legislatures have enacted statutes to protect the consumer against aggressive contracting, unfair practices
and his own ignorance in certain transactions.100 These goals are shared with the Federal Trade Commission, a law
enforcement agency charged by Congress to protect the public against deceptive or unfair practices and anticompetitive
behavior.101 The most important instrument of the Federal Trade Commission in order to apply and to enforce the standard of
fairness has been its rule-making authority, even if the recent inclination is to prefer administrative action, which is seen as
more flexible and efficient.102 Rulemaking procedures, administrative actions, injunctions, and other mechanisms to obtain
consumer compensation are all potentially effective instruments to protect digital consumers from unfair or deceptive
practices.
On this matter, the “doctrine of unconscionability”103 has the effect of extending the protection of weak contractual parties as
far as possible,104 giving *113 judges the power to determine boundaries of this remedy.105 This doctrine provides a way for
courts to control unfair contracts and contract conditions. It allows a court to prevent the enforcement of a contract, or
specific provisions thereof, if the judge finds that the contract to be unconscionable in whole or in part. The problem with
unconscionability as a legal doctrine arises in determining the meaning of unconscionability. The U.C.C., in fact, does not
define it. Courts have described it as “an absence of meaningful choice on the part of one of the parties together with contract
terms which are unreasonably favorable to the other party.”106 However, courts have demonstrated a reluctance to find
unconscionability in standard commercial transactions,107 but it is indubitable that this institution may be able “to enlarge the
spectrum of protection available to the consumer, being an incisive and effective legal instrument against unequal bargaining,
and abuse of superior contractual position.”108 Nevertheless, in the opinion of the majority, unconscionability does not seem
well standardized to the goal of mitigating the insidious effects of form contracts and copyright licensing practices.109 Most
often, the unconscionability argument is only used by defendants as a defense to suits, and the lack of litigation could suggest
the difficulty in proving unconscionability by individual consumers.110
*114 Contract law also offers guarantees and protections from potentially unfair clauses in standard form contracts.111
Particularly, in the case of standardized agreements, the rule of Section 208 of the Restatement (Second) of Contracts permits
the court to pass directly on the unconscionability of the contract or clause rather than avoid unconscionable results by
interpretation.112 Furthermore, section 211 of Restatement (Second) of Contracts113 sets out a standard that, though not
frequently applied,114 overlaps with unconscionability doctrine, but does so in different terms and under different language.115
The effects of the Restatement116 are summarized as follows: “a person who manifests assent to a standard form is bound by
the terms of that form, except with respect to terms that the party proposing the form has reason to believe would cause the
other party to reject the writing if it knew that the egregious term were present.”117
This standard can offer an additional basis for avoiding some terms in standardized agreements, in particular in front of some
unclear and surreptitiously *115 undiscovered contract terms connected with the use of a technological protection measure.118
Some U.S. courts have ruled that form terms unknown to the consumer are unenforceable if the consumer is uninformed of
even the existence of terms and this unawareness is reasonable.119 The doctrinal explanation is that contract terms must be
“reasonably communicated” to be legally binding and that this requisite is not achieved when the consumer has no reason to

know of the presence of such terms.120 An opening in this direction can be read in the proposed bill, the Digital Media
Consumers’ Rights Act.121 This is a recent U.S. legislative answer to the problem of misrepresentation and nondisclosure of
information related to copy protected digital media. Representative Rick Boucher’s proposed bill attempts to restore the
historical balance in copyright law and ensures the proper labeling of copy-protected compact discs. It requires labels on
copy-protected compact discs and attempts to rebalance the legal use of digital content and scientific research prevented by
the Digital Millennium Copyright Act. In particular, the main aim of the bill is to ensure that consumers are fully aware of the
limitations and restrictions they may discover when purchasing copy-protected digital media because manufacturers are not
currently obligated to place these kinds of notices on packaging. Most consumers are not aware of what media stores and file
formats they will be limited to when they make the initial decision to buy a portable device, even if it is probably written in
the End User License Agreement.122
The overall impression is that the American rules of contract formation limit rescission of an otherwise valid contract to a
very limited number of cases and with an underreaction.123
Despite these impressions, however, I do agree with those who have observed that the structure of general policing doctrines
in the U.C.C. and the common law of contract--including unconscionability, reasonable expectations, contract against *116
public policy--can be used to address additional unfair practice and terms that have not yet appeared or not yet identified as
problematic.124
2. European Approach Towards Digital Terms and Conditions
The EC framework is based on a set of rules primarily incorporated in the European Community Council Directive on Unfair
Terms in Consumer Contracts.125 It is considered one of the most important consumer contract law directives, formulating a
European concept of unfairness.126 In addition, further EC legislation, which does not have consumer protection as its primary
purpose, offers some consumer protection or regulates the power of national authorities to introduce consumer protection
regulations.127 For example, the Electronic Commerce Directive covers advertising and marketing to consumers by
information society service providers.128 The Television Without Frontiers Directive129 also coordinates certain aspects of
commercial communications through broadcasting means. Moreover, the Brussels Convention130 and the Rome *117
Convention131 establish rules, in cases of a cross-border contractual dispute within the EC, to determine which Member State
Court should hear the case and which Member State’s law will apply to the contract.132
Within the E.C., the general information duties and information duties specifically addressed to consumers are considered an
important part of the consumer protection policy. Information is regarded as the basis for the consumers’ freedom of
choice.133
The Unfair Terms Directive invalidates standardized terms that are unfair and result in a significant imbalance of obligations
between the parties to the detriment of the consumer.134 Specifically, a term is considered unfair if, contrary to the
requirement of good faith, it causes a significant imbalance in the parties’ rights and obligations under the contract, to the
detriment of consumers.135 The Directive also contains a non-exclusive grey list of unfair terms.136 It sets only a minimum
baseline, while every EC Member State has national consumer legislation that protects consumers who adhere to
standardized conditions. The Commission has stated that “[g]eneral contractual terms and conditions aim to replace the legal
solutions drawn up by the legislator and at the same time to replace the legal rules in force in the Community by unilaterally
designed solutions with a view to maximizing the particular interests of one of the parties.”137 This Directive offers some level
of protection only to a consumer, defined in the Regulations as “any natural person who, in contracts covered by this
Directive, is acting for purposes which are outside his trade, business or profession.”138 A term included in a *118 standard
form contract could be presumed unfair if it produces a “significant imbalance in the parties’ rights and obligations arising
under the contract to the detriment of the consumer.”139 Comparing the regulation of unfair contract terms and the concept
related to the unconscionability doctrine under U.S. contract law, we can see that the European regulation defines a much
lower limit for intervention by courts.140
The Distance Contract Directive141 and the Electronic Commerce Directive142 could also be applied to products and services
offered through on-line contracting that may include a DRM system.143 Both Directives include transparency provisions that
oblige the provider to comply with the requirements relating to the information about the main characteristics of the goods or
services, the prices, the right of withdrawal, the contract terms and the general conditions. In particular, the Distance Contract
Directive grants consumers the right to withdraw from certain contracts with a supplier when the contract formation takes
place without physical presence of contractual parties.144

In this type of contract, the consumer must receive written confirmation or confirmation in another durable medium, such as
electronic mail, at the time of performance of the contract.145 A supplier is obliged to inform the consumer in writing about:
arrangements for exercising the right of withdrawal; the place to which the consumer may address complaints; information
relating to after-sales service; conditions under which the contract may be rescinded.146 The Electronic Commerce Directive
introduces legal certainty by requiring the exchange of certain information in connection with the conclusion of such
contracts. In particular it requires on-line suppliers to inform consumers about the name, geographic and electronic address of
the provider of the service,147 a clear and unambiguous *119 indication of the price,148 an indication of any relevant codes of
conduct and information on how those codes can be consulted electronically,149 and the contract terms and general conditions
with the ability to store and reproduce them. Although these directives do not expressly deal with copyright licenses, scholars
suggest the possibility to extend these regulations to goods and services offered through click-wrap licenses over the
Internet.150
Recently, the EC consumer protection regulatory framework has been enriched with a new directive on Unfair Commercial
Practices151 concerning unfair business-to-consumer commercial practices in the internal market. This new directive concerns
business-to-consumer transactions whereby the consumer is influenced by an unfair commercial practice affecting decisions
about whether or not to purchase a product, the freedom of choice in the event of purchase, and decisions about exercising a
contractual right. By harmonizing the legislation in this field, it provides a general criterion for determining if a commercial
practice is unfair in order to establish a limited range of unfair practices prohibited throughout the Community. In particular,
the principle used to determine whether a practice is unfair, is the material distortion of the economic behaviour of
consumers.152 This criterion refers to the use of a commercial practice that “appreciably impair[s] the consumer’s ability to
make an informed decision, thereby causing the consumer to take a transactional decision that he would not have taken
otherwise.”153 There is no doubt that the directive could constitute a new starting point in setting some protection standards
regarding digital media transactions in the European electronic marketplace.154 It has been observed that “the failure to inform
consumers about the application on a digital support of an anti-copy device, which prevents them from making any copy for
time- or place shifting purposes, could amount to a misleading practice that would be prohibited”155 under this Directive.
F. Interoperability & Standards as an Indirect Form of Consumer Protection
Another approach in the regulatory framework for consumer protection in digital media world has been proposed by
Professor Jane Winn in a recent academic work.156 She asserts that “because technological standards constitute a *120 form of
regulation that shapes markets and market behavior,” regulators and policy makers might also “be able to protect consumer
interests in on-line markets by focusing on the content of the technical standards that define the architecture of on line
markets.”157 Standards have long been recognized as the natural means to enable the emergence of networked systems and
platforms. It would be desirable that these discussions be complemented with concrete proposals on how the global market
can benefit from new paradigms of innovation and merge this with adequate intellectual property rights policy. Technical
standards are, in fact, considered one of the foundations of the modern consumer movement, as well as one of the most
interesting and innovative forms of consumer protection.158 Governments should intervene in the development of information
technology standards because they could be an effective vehicle to protect consumer interests.
Standardized data formats and interoperability offer advantages for technology consumers as well as for the companies that
develop them.159 Accordingly, some economists argue that:
Consumers generally welcome standards: they are spared having to pick a winner and face the risk of
being stranded. They can enjoy the greatest network externalities in a single network or in networks that
seamlessly interconnect. They can mix and match components to suit their tastes. And they are far less
likely to become locked into a single vendor, unless a strong leader retains control over the technology or
wrests control in the future through proprietary extensions or intellectual property rights.160
It has been demonstrated that the content industry has been able to reach agreements on the adoption of technological
protection measures for special formats. The case of DVD is the most evident example.
On this front, it has been observed that the EC “seems to have missed an opportunity to use [information technology]
standards to enhance compliance with its very broad data protection laws” while “the U.S. appears to be moving in the
direction of using management standards to strengthen the enforcement of some of *121 its much narrower information

privacy laws.”161 The EC Copyright Directive avoids the requirement of any particular standard yet encourages the
compatibility and interoperability of different systems.162 However, while beneficial from a consumer perspective, the content
industry worries about the development and diffusion of a global standard because a standardized management system may
be more vulnerable to piracy.
If we accept all these patterns as a starting point for a reasonable solution of the conflict between the two opposing rights, we
can probably find a way to reduce intellectual property disputes over digital content, different from the difficult legislative
options.
Therefore, we have to decide if we want all content rights transactions to fall under contract law instead of copyright law,
and, if so, we have to find remedies to protect the consumer’s rights. “Consumer contracts governing the use of digital
material” need to be “fair and transparent”163 and, probably, the application of consumer protection law could immediately
offer an effective solution to reduce imbalance between parties. To ensure consumers continue to engage in fair uses, it is
necessary to circumvent technological restriction when legitimate purposes require it. Consumers must acquire and keep
these legal mechanisms in order to avoid abuses.
III. Final Remarks
This article examined DRM systems, their ability to manage copyright, the intersection of copyright with contract, the
limitation of legitimate user rights, and what to do about this problem, while additionally providing a discussion of both
consumer law in Europe and the U.S.
Examining a framework where contract law is replacing intellectual property law, I have noted the difficulties and the
possible solutions for maintaining a balance between the inherently contradictory interests of intellectual property
right-holders and the general public. In particular, I have explored the ways in which consumer protection law can safeguard
a consumer’s use of DRM-protected digital content. I observed that European Union law164 includes special rules for specific
types of contracts while the U.S. legal system seems to link consumer protection to market mechanism thereby treating the
problem in a more general way.165
*122 Perhaps the most clearly defined result which has emerged from this investigation is that the law currently governing
transaction in digital content was not, for the most part, designed specifically for this purpose.166 Reform is needed, and it is
needed now.
With regard to possible positive actions at European level, it could be necessary to take advantage of the forthcoming review
of the European regulatory framework for consumer protection and the recast of the intellectual property acquis. As correctly
observed by consumers’ organizations, the review must “not merely be retrospective but also prospective in assessing how
the acquis can adapt to changes in the market place. In particular, it is essential to assess how the acquis, and more
fundamental consumer rights underlying the acquis, can be applied effectively in the digital environment,”167 stipulating new
rules for the implementation of the digital consumer protection.168 As it was proposed by the Bureau Européen des Unions de
Consommateurs, it is indispensable to include a provision on DRM technologies in the unfair contract directive. The
implementation of this proposal would allow the consumer protection authorities “to intervene against unfair consumer
contract terms if the terms are code rather than contract-based.”169
Two possible scenarios may assist in achieving safe distribution and use of electronic works. The first scenario assumes that
the status quo is maintained. In this case, policy makers will have to reexamine and adjust the regulatory and enforcement
copyright policies so as to correct the actual imbalance. In particular, they will have to decide if consumer protection could be
better safeguarded inside or outside copyright law.
The second, and more utopian (until little time ago), scenario involves the best alterative for a consumer, which is a situation
where content providers decide to abolish DRM technologies. This open environment, free from DRM limitations, might
seem much more a provocation rather than a serious argument.170 But the recent surprising and sudden announcement of the
EMI Group CEO, Eric Nicoli, has probably opened the door to this scenario, inviting the other major labels to *123
reconsider their thoughts and business strategies.171 Precisely, EMI Music, one of the four major members of the Recording
Industry Association of America (RIAA), announced that it will begin offering its entire catalog free of DRM restrictions
through iTunes Music Store. There is no doubt that, sooner or later, the other music labels will follow this road announcing

something similar in the near future.
This unexpected event is probably the result of the various European efforts made to require interoperability of DRM
systems, the many failed US bills to provide wider fair use protections for consumers and users,172 and the various market
forces acting within the digital media industry. Therefore, it could be considered the direct consequence of the continuing
discussions, researches, proposals and debates on issues of consumer and user concerns regarding Digital Rights
Management systems.
This is the reason why, as long as circumstances remain the same, I believe that consumer protection law could effectively
continue to contribute, acting as a Trojan horse, to provide information disclosure, protection and transparency in relation to
transaction done by means of electronic instruments and involving DRM technologies.173 The duty to correctly inform
consumers about DRM systems has the effect of re-establishing consumer confidence in digital media and recalibrating the
balance of intellectual property rights in digital content transactions. Consumers must benefit from technological innovations
without abusive restrictions and technology should not be surreptitiously used to erode established consumer rights.
Consumer protection law may not be the panacea for the management of digital rights, but it could contribute--while awaiting
for new rules--in paving the way for fairer markets while maintaining important consumer rights in the digital environment.
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